How Ready Are You For The After Covid World?
If you want to better able to build a healthy, sustainable, thriving organization for the After Covid world,
the Leading With Courage Academy offers two options for improving your self-awareness.
Did you know that 85% of us think we're self-aware, but the real number is 10% - 15%?
This helps to explain why many of the challenges we face as Leaders and managers
can be traced back to a deficit of self-awareness.

Two-Month
Retainer

Content of Sessions
Pre-Work: Complete an Everything DiSC self-assessment and
emotional intelligence self-assessment.
How do you see yourself?
We'll help you interpret and use the results of your self-assessments.
We'll also show you how to use DiSC to "read" people.
How's Your Team Feeling?
We'll ask everyone on your team to complete an Emotional Culture Index (ECI)
online assessment of how they're feeling right now on 10 emotions. Their
feedback is anonymous and it only takes 5 minutes to fill out the survey,
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We'll assess them again in3 months to see the impact this program has made.
How do others see you?
Pre-Work: invite others to complete an emotional intelligence (El)
assessment about how they see you.
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We'll help you Interpret and use your 180 or360 El assessment. We'll
also introduce you to the SCARF model.
Essential skills for the After Covid World
•
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Tools for building a high-performing team
Getting better results through delegation
More effective decision making
Active Listening
Avoiding the micro-manager trap

Adding more value than you take out
With our support and guidance, you'll create a personal development plan
with SMA RT goals based on the insights you've gained from the program
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One-on-one sessions
• Oneg o-min Zoom session each month
• One3o-min Zoom session approx. two weeks Later
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lnvestment required by you
• Being open to feedback and bringing a commitment to change
• Fee

$1,900

Let's work together!
ing
With Courage
Academy
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{312) 827-2643
Lee@LWCAcademy.com
Click to put a 20-min
meeting on our calendars
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$3,400

